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Quick Sort 

Issue Number Description 

ADD(MC-6439) Quick Sort now detects a corrupt proc.dir on startup 

ADDMC-6438) Quicksort will now create a proc.dir file if it is missing in the chosen procedure 

directory, rather than terminating. 

FIX(MC-6452) Procedure names shorter than 4 characters may throw unhandled exception 

when hiding sub procedures. 

FIX(MC-5758) Procedures might get missed when rebuilding the procedure directory, or 

when saving changes. This results in a "corrupt" proc.dir. Errors E906 occur in 

MET/CAL Editor. 

 

MET/TRACK 

Issue Number Description 

FIX(MC-6457) Labels do not print properly with a Zebra label printer.  

FIX(MC-6453) Combined results now includes test_step2 column. 

FIX(MC-6431) Odd screen flicker may occur on high resolution graphics and/or multiple 

monitors, with errant dropdown behavior on the search form. 

FIX(MC-6410) Customizing i4202 to not have a title may result in a database error when 

attempting to delete an asset.  The error prevents the asset from being 

deleted.   

FIX(MC-6379) Import prompt data might not be saved without a warning, if the data type is 

invalid. 

FIX(MC-6374) Values entered on import prompts may not be saved to Inventory and/or 

Calibration. 

FIX(MC-6293) Missing rpt file may yield error "Load Report Failed.", rather than indicating 

the file is missing. 

FIX(MC-6226) Fix to restore file import capability via 2501 field (calresults). New (optional) 

command parameter is available in for the imp2.exe program.   

FIX(MC-6171) Combining calibrations may not assign FAIL status automatically, if the failed 

calibration is not the last calibration executed. 

FIX(MC-6140) Type mismatch error occurs when launching Desktops item on Asian operating 

systems. 

FIX(MC-6512) Printing a report may cause an InvalidPrinterException. 

 

 

MET/CAL 

Issue Number Description 

FIX(MC-6499) The 6100A/6100B/6105A Reference Oscillator did not work properly. 

FIX(MC-6476) 9100 FSC with NOMINAL units of "pct" no longer causes an accuracy file 

lookup error. 

FIX(MC-6395) The asset entry runtime screen does not properly show Japanese words or 

Kanji characters. 
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FIX(MC-6433) Using the [I>FILE] special construction in 7.3 SP1 causes a buffer overflow 

which corrupts memory. It only occurs if the file is a relative path. Sometimes, 

this  results in an error stating "System.AccessViolationException: Attempted 

to read or write protected memory. This is often an indication that other 

memory is corrupt." 

FIX(MC-6413) 9500 FSC time markers M1, M2, M3, M4 now function properly. 

FIX(MC-6342) Zerbra label printing now functions properly. 

FIX(MC-6339) Brother P-Touch 3600 font incorrectly printed very thin. 

FIX(MC-6237) 6100A/6100B/6105A 2 wire sense did not work properly. 

FIX(MC-6236) Restored the previous behavior of MET/CAL to vary the calibration due date 

based on non-working days. 

FIX(MC-6218) Using the [O<FILE] special construction in 7.3 SP1 causes a buffer overflow 

which corrupts memory. It only occurs if the file is a relative path. Sometimes, 

this results in an error stating "System.AccessViolationException: Attempted to 

read or write protected memory. This is often an indication that other memory 

is corrupt." 

FIX(MC-6212) 5522A FSC now properly supports conductance as the evalution quantityt 

(+Conductance = ...). 

FIX(MC-6164) The printer preferences were not applied when attempting to print from the 

preview window at the Post-Run dialog. 

FIX(MC-6512) Printing a report may cause an InvalidPrinterException. 

 

 


